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ABSTR.ACT'

This thesis is motivated by a goal of network designers to utilize all available

resources as efficiently as possible. A major problem encountered in networks are lost

jobs due to finite buffer capacities. To combat this problem, an overload control strategy

applied to polling systems is proposed.

The strategy works with finite capacity buffers and utilizes a control limit which

acts to call the server to queues having length greater than the limit. A server transfer

will be prevented if the queue being served has length greater than the control limit. As

the strategy is to be applied to polling systems, the network is approximated by a single

server vacation model. In this model, arrival and service rates are exponential, and

vacation rates are phase type.

Prior to solving the single server vacation model, information regarding vacation

behaviour is required. This information is gained through the use of a computer

simulation. A program was written to simulate the operation of a three queue polling

system.

The state space of the network is derived and the transition rate matrix for the

general case is developed. Then, the resulting linear balance equations are converted to

transition probabilities and solved by an iterative algorithm. A FORTRAN program was

created to solve the steady state probabilities for the general system.



iii
This program also calculates performance measures related to vacation behaviour,

system occupancy and loss frequency. It also provides results for the "no control" case

which is used to determine the effectiveness of the overload control strategy.

The results of the analysis confirm that this overload control strategy is an

effective way of improving network performance. Loss frequency and overall system

occupancy were seen to decrease in most instances. Areas for further research in this

area are also provided.
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CTIAPTER. 1

INIR.OÐUCTIOI.{

Problem to be Investigated

This thesis is motivated by a goal of network designers to utilize all available

resources as efhciently as possible. A major problem encountered in networks are lost

jobs during periods of heavy traffic arrivals. It is important to realizæ, that arriving jobs

line up in a buffer of finite capacity. When any of these buffers become full, further

arrivals are lost. Inevitably, these lost jobs must be retransmitted causing delays.

Another concern of designers is the method in which the server is allocated work.

Quite often, the network is configured as a polling system. Polling systems consist of

a series of finite capacity queues that are tended to, in sequence, by a single server. If

the server is assigned more work than it can handle for any length of time, the potential

for lost jobs is increased. 'These 
times are called overload periods and when they occur

it is beneficial to distribute the server among all queues in such a way as to minimizethe

number of incurred losses as previously described.

In most polling systems, the server works on one queue for a predetermined

length of time according to its service discipline. More common service methods are

exhaustive, gated or limited. In an exhaustive discipline, the server will not leave a

queue until it becomes empty. The gated rule has the server placing a gate behind the

last job present upon initial arrival. These jobs are served but any new arrivals must

wait for service on the next cycle. A server working under the limited discipline will
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remain in a queue until it is emptied or a preset time limit is exceeded. Once either of

these conditions are met, the server moves on.

Thus, the server continually cycles through the queues, performing service on

those that contain jobs. As such, polling systems are used in communication networks

to provide a 'fair' service schedule to systems with many queues but just one server.

Unfortunately, these three service disciplines only take into consideration the status of

the queue presently being served and neglect the other queues within the polling system.

As such, even if the length of one of the other buffers is nearing capacify, it must wait

its turn for service. In this light, if an overload control mechanism is implemented, the

problem of job loss may be reduced. An illustration of a finite capacity polling system

is provided in Figure 1.1-1.

tids Finito Copoeit¡z (ì-¡er-¡es4V

Hr
Jobs

'1,
rlt

Figure 1.1-1: Finite Capacity Polling Sysrem
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The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate an overload control mechanism for use

in such polling systems. This mechanism is a control iimit, K, which is less than the

buffer capacity, N. It acts to call the server to any queue where the number of waiting

customers exceeds K. Similarly, it prevents the server from being called away if the

queue being served presently contains more than K jobs.



T.2 Scope of Analysis

The intent of this research is to determine whether this overload control

mechanism has merit for. implementation in polling systems. To accomplish this

objective, the system is modelled as a finite capacity, single server queue (See Figure

1.2-1) with vacations. The reasons for modelling the control strategy in this manner are

described in a later chapter.

(lueue Copocity

ãzc¡doad Conblct L'aî¡t

Single Serr¡er

Figure I.2-I: Single Server Queue with Overload Controt Limit
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A symmetric system (ie. All queues in the polling system exhibit identical arrival

and service characteristics) is considered and the model is solved for the steady state.

Upon solution, a number of performance measures are calculated. These relate to system

occupancy, vacation behaviour and loss frequency. They provide the basis for evaluating

the control scheme.

The remainder of this thesis will be presented as follows. In the next chapter, a

review of the relevant literature will be performed. Situations that have been modelled

by polling systems and their analysis will be provided. Also, the review will describe

the approximation of polling systems by single server vacation models. A variety of

previously studied overload control mechanisms will be mentioned. The conclusion of

this chapter indicates the contribution of this thesis to the field of congestion control.

Chapter 3 provides a detailed explanation as to the inner workings of the proposed

overload control strategy. In this chapter, the reaction of the controlled polling system

to all situations are described with a corresponding explanation for the vacation model.

By doing so, the validity of the vacation model approximation will be apparent.

Chapter 4 will deal with the actual model construction. It begins with a brief

description of Markov processes. Then, the method used in deriving the possible system

states is presented. This is followed by a discussion on how the transition rate matrix

and the balance equations that approximate the network are determined. Finally, the

actual method used in frnding the steady state of the process is explained.
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Before the model can be solved for the steady state, a general understanding of

vacation behaviour must be gained. This is necessary to be able to provide appropriate

values for vacation parameters as input into the single server model. This knowledge is

acquired by simulating the polling system on a small scale and observing its behaviour.

This simulation analysis and its results are the topic of Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6, the analysis of the controlled single server vacation model is

performed and performance measures calculated. The measures for the overload control

strategy are compared to results obtained for a 'no control' case to provide a rational

basis for determining the effectiveness of the mechanism

As this thesis performs new research in its area, further research is both desirable

and recommended. A number of directions that further research can take are proposed.

Finally, the conclusions of this thesis are presented
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CT{APTER 2
LTTERATT]RE RE\rIEW

2.L Analysis of Folling Systems

This section makes reference to research that deals with the analysis of polling

systems. Comprehensive work in this area were carried out by Takngi [1], t2l. In his

works, Takagi describes a number of different types of polling systems and provides

procedures for solving them under exhaustive, limited and gated service disciplines. The

system modelled in this thesis differs from Takagi's work in that his requires the

assumption of infinite queues. While this assumption is valid in systems where delays

are the primary concern, it is of great benefit to perform analysis on polling systems with

finite capacity queues to gain understanding of network losses.

A description of the capabilities and limitations of different polling models is

performed in a paper by Levy [3]. In the paper, polling applications in many fields,

including token ring networks, random-access protocols, robotics and manufacturing are

considered. This work emphasizes the wide variety of situations where polling models

are applicable.

One example of how polling systems can represent communication networks is

in the work by Lee and Sengupta [4]. In their paper, a cyclic server queue is analyzed

with limited service. It is motivated by the pipeline polling protocol in satellite

communications. The solution method that they propose is an approximation for the

queue length and sojourn-time distributions. Due to the long distances that signals have
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to travel, the authors concentrate on a service strategy that eff,rciently handles the

propagation delays that these distances can cause. In these networks, job iosses resuiting

from full buffers ate not as important an issue and the approximation method of Lee and

Sengupta assumes infinite capacity queues.

In a paper by Levy [5J, a binomial-gated service discipline is proposed for use in

cyclic polling systems. The work allows for assigning priorities to each queue within the

system. He performs an analysis of this discipline to predict customer delay and to

effectively optimize the system performance according to the customer needs. His

infinite capacity model is for implementation in token ring networks and other

communication systems.

A study of finite capacity polling systems can be found in Tran-Gia t6I. In this

work, general input processes are considered with a limited service discipline of one

message per cycle. The importance of job losses is noted and blocking probability is

calculated based on the use of efhcient discrete convolution operations using fast

convolution algorithms.



2.2 Vacation Models for Analysing Folling Systems

Vacation models have been used in the relevant literature to soive many networks,

including polling systems. This section wilt explain the thinking behind solving polling

systems through vacation models and will describe some of the research in this area.

A major discussion of vacation models can be found n Doshi [7J. Consider a

polling system as illustrated in Figure 2.2-1. This system can be divided into two

groups. One consists of any single queue (referred to as the target queue), while the

other contains all other queues. Then, one of two situations can occur; Either the server

is performing work on the target queue or it is not. If it is not serving the target queue,

as is the case in Figure 2.2-1, then for jobs waiting in this queue the server seems to be

on vacation. 'When 
the server next returns to the target queue the vacation is terminated

and a busy period commences. By analysing the behaviour of the target queue, the

overall behaviour of the poiling system can be approximated.

Figure 2.2-l: Grouping For Vacation Models
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In the paper by Doshi, a number of situations are described where the server

works on primary and secondary customers in the context of computer, communication

and production systems. The research coniains a decomposition technique that can be

used to solve a number of related problems. Among these problems are M/G/I queuing

systems with finite buffers. This section of the paper states that the decomposition

technique can be extended for f,rnite systems. It does not, however, contain reference to

overload control strategies.

The above M/G/I terminology follows the standard Kendall-Lee [8] notatton for

queuing systems. In it, queuing systems are described in the following way:

A/B/C/D/E/F

where,

.4 - Nature of the arrival process

B - Nature of the service process

C - Number of parallel servers

D - Queue discipline (Usually omitted if using General queue disciptine)

E - Maximum allowable queue length (usually omitted if infinite)

F - Size of population from which jobs are drawn (Usually omitted if infinite)

Aithough analysis of inf,rnite capacity queues dominate the literature, there has

been a certain amount of research on finite capacity queues. In the work of Lee [9J, an

M/G/l/N queue is studied to determine the performance of a processor with a cyclic

scheduling algorithm and exhaustive service discipline. The cyclic nature of the server

gives rise to a solution method utilizing vacation times. They recognize the importance

of job losses and their solution derives both queue length distribution and blocking
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probability. Their model is studied using embedded Markov chain and supplementary

variable techniques.

Another analysis of finite capacity queues of interest isby LaMaire E0l,[11J.

I¿Maire develops a general service discipline that encompasses several previously

analyzed, service disciplines. His solution method is similar to that in I9I and queue

length distributions, mean waiting times and blocking probabilities are developed. While

the solution method is valid for a variety of service disciplines it does not include any

congestion control mechanism
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2.3 Finite Capacity Systerns

There has been considerable research done on general f,rnite capacity systems.

This section will describe a few of these works. First to be reviewed is a paper by

Guerin and Lien F2l. In it, a system of multiple, finite capacity queues are modelled.

If a job arrives to a full queue, it overflows into a secondary finite capacity pool. They

re*ognize the importance of minimizing job losses and analyze this mechanism over a

variety of offered loads for blocking probability.

Another finite capacity system where losses are important is studied by Hebuterne

and Gravey fl31. They model an ATM network that allows higher priority jobs to take

the place of lower priority jobs when the queue reaches capacity. In this way, although

the total number of lost jobs remains the same, higher priority jobs are saved at the

expense of others. The model is of an M/G/I type and they note the effects of reducing

buffer sizes and increasing admissible load.

Towsley, Sparaggís and Cassandras E4J, consider the problem of routing jobs to

parallel queues with identical exponential servers and unequal finite buffer capacities.

They prove that by joining the shortest queue, the system is optimized when taking into

account holding and blocking costs. This paper, again, recognizes the importance of

minimizing job losses in f,rnite capacity systems.
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2.3 Optimization of Vacation Models

A limited amount of research has been performed in the area of optimization of

vacation models. This section describes a couple of published papers in this area. The

first work considered isby Harris and Marchal ESl. In their work, an M/G/I queue is

used to model a manufacturing situation where a single server (robot) services different

types of customers (operations). A specific customer is defined as the target queue and

a vacation model results. They utilize linear programming to compute the optimal

server-vacation policy. The formulation considers both holding and switchover costs.

Another paper in this area was written by Kella [16J. He considers a model

where the decision whether or not to take a new vacation, when the system is empty,

depends on the number of vacations already taken through a random outcome. An

infinite capacity M/G/I queue is optimized under expected long-run average cost

criterion. Holding and setup costs as well as a rewa¡d for being on vacation are

considered. The optimization problem results in an infinite dimensional fractional

program which, when solved, yields a deterministic control policy.
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2.4 Research on Overload Control

Overload or congestion control of networks has been the subject of considerable

research. A multitude of strategies have been developed and anúyræd for an equally

diverse number of situations. This section describes a few of the works in this area that

have interest to this thesis.

Discussion of overload control research begins with a paper by Neuts F7J that

analyzes an M/G/I queue with infinite capacity. In this work, an overload control limit,

similar to that used in this thesis, is defined. It acts to reduce the arrival rate of

customers when the queue length exceeds the limit and return to normal when the level

drops back below the control limit. It is realized that the reduction in customer arrival

rate will not be instantaneous and a period of random duration elapses before the desired

arrival rate is attained. During that period, the arrival rate is onty partially reduced or

not at all. An embedded Markov chain approach is used to perform an analysis of queue

length. Mention is made of analysing finite capacity queues using muttþle control levels

via Markov renewal theory, but this avenue is not explored further.

Another congestion control mechanism involving restricting network access is

studied by van As [18]. This paper de¿ls with packet switching networks and assigns

priority to customers depending upon how much service they have received (ie. The

more service a packet has received, the higher priority it is assigned). Thus, job losses

will be limited to lower priority (ust arriving) packets as they will not be allowed access
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to the network under conditions of overload. The system is solved for both steady state

and transient cases. In the transient case, the system is exposed to a rectangular overload

peak and performance of the mechanism is found by observing behaviour over time.

Performance measures of interest include loss probability, throughput and mean system

occupancy. The relation of van.ds paper to this thesis is its solution method for the

steady state case. This method involves describing the system state structure, creating

a transition rate matrix and solving for the steady state. This procedure is fully explained

in chapter 4.

An overload control mechanism utilizing two separate control limits is studied by

Li tlgl. His research contains analysis of M/PH/I/N and PH/M/I/N queues with solution

for queue length distribution. The control limits L, and L, are defined such that Lt S

Lt < N. A buffer overload period is defined as the time period when buffer content

exceeds level L, until it drops back below Ievel Lr. The time interval between two

subsequent overload periods is defined as the buffer underload period. During the

overload period, either the service rate is increased or thejob arrival rate is decreased.

The analytical method divides the controlled process into two alternating transient birth-

death and quasi-birth-death subprocesses, by only observing some selected transitions.

Such a division enables representation of the steady-state distribution of the controlled

process by the results of mean sojourn time in the two transient processes. While the

strategy is similar to this thesis in that control limits are defined, his work does not

extend to polling systems.
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2.5 Conclusions on the Litenature Review

As this chapter has indicated, substantial research has been performed in the areas

of polling systems and congestion control. It has also pointed out two major

shortcomings that this thesis will attend to. They are:

1) A lack of research on finite capacity queues.

2) Analysing overload control in a polling system environment.

In the first point, it has been shown that most literature to date analyzes inf,rnite

capacity queues. While queues of this fype are suitable for modelling systems where

delays are a primary concern, they ignore the problem of lost customers.

As for the second issue, this chapter has shown that considerable work has been

done in both overload control and the analysis of potling systems. Unfortunately, little

has been done in the area of controlling polling systems under conditions of overload.
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CTIAPTER 3
MODEL DESCRIPTION

3.1 The Overload Control Strategy in a Polling System

The new overload control strategy being evaluated in this thesis has application

to polling systems. Its major advantage is its ability to use information on the status of

other queues in the system to make decisions on which queue the server should be

performing work in. This section will describe the overload control mechanism as it is

applied to polling systems and will provide examples on how the system will react under

various situations.

For descriptive purposes, the following explanation of the overload control

mechanism is generalized for an asymmetric case. All actual analysis, however, is

limited to a symmetric system. Consider a polling system consisting of a single server

performing work on M queues. Each of the queues has a finite capacity Ní (l < i <

M;0 < N, < æ). Anoverloadcontrollimit, K,(l < i < M;0 < K < N,/, is

introduced to reduce instances of loss that occur when a job arrives to a full buffer. The

control strategy is based on an exhaustive service discipline. That is, barring any

overload conditions in the system, if the server is operating on queue l, then it will

remain operating on queue i until it becomes empty. When this occurs, it begins

servicing queue I *1. After completing service on all jobs in queue X, the server moves

to queue I and begins the cycle again. An example of normal operating procedure is

illustrated in Figure 3.1-1.
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As long as the length of each queue is less than its respective control limit, the

polling system behaves in the manner described above. Once the level is exceeded,

however, the polling system is in an overloaded state and the control mechanism comes

into play. It acts to call the server to the queue exhibiting the overload behaviour as long
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as the queue presently being served has length less than the control limit. In Figure 3.1-

2, scenario (a) illustrates a situation where the server is called away, while þ) gíves an

example of a time when the server will not be called away.
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One other possibility exists. That is, while the queue being served is in overload,

more than one other queue exceeds its control limit. In this event, once the present

queue length becomes less than the control limit, the server will be transferred to the

overloaded queue with length nearest buffer capacity. An example of this situation is

provided in Figure 3.I-3. In the event that a tie occurs, the server will be relocated to

the nearest queue.

. 5 >en/ rce

Cornpletion
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Figure 3.I-3: More Than One Queue in Overload
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3.2 The Overload Control Strategy in a Vacation Model

The polling system being analyzeÁ in this research will be solved as a single

seryer vacation model. Thus, the overload control strategy described in section 3.1 must

be converted to a form suitable for a vacation system. This section describes the strategy

in terms of the vacation model, defining all parameters as required.

To allow for a single server vacation model, the polling system as investigated

in this thesis must be divided into two groups. One group consists of a single queue

termed the target queue, while the other contains all other queues (See Figure 2.2-I).

By observing the behaviour of the target queue, an analysis of the polling system can

result. The finite capacity target queue with overload control limit was shown in Figure

7.2-I. Using the aforementioned grouping, a vacation period begins the moment the

server leaves the target queue. The vacation is terminated upon the next arrival of the

server to the target queue.

V/hen the system is not in an overloaded state, its operation is straightforward.

The server remains in the tzrget queue until the last customer is served and it becomes

empty. At this time, the server is said to have left on a normal vacation. If the system

is still empty upon vacation completion, the server takes another normal vacation.

Otherwise, it begins service on any waiting jobs. The normal operating procedure is

illustrated in Figure 3.2-L.
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Since this model is to be used in approximating polling systems, one should

consider the situation where the length of one of the queues not being served exceeds the

control limit, K. If this occurs, the server may leave the queue it is presently working

on (upon the next service completion) to tend to the calling queue. This situation is

incorporated into the single server vacation model by the implementation of an emergency

vacation. To allow for emergency vacations to begin, a server call away probability, 0,

is defined. That is, upon service completion of any job the server may be called away

on an emergency vacation with probability 0 or begin service on the next waiting job

with probabllíty (1-0). These emergency vacations will not be initiated, however, if the

number of customers waiting in the target queue exceeds the control limit value. The

operation of the server call away parameter is depicted in Figure 3.2-2.
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Another parameter, the server call back probability, must be defined to complete

the conversion of the control strategy to a single server vacation model. This parameter

comes into play when the server is on either a normal or emergency vacation and the

iength of the target queue becomes > K. If this occurs, the server may be called back

to the target queue immediately depending on the state of the other buffers within the

polling system. Thus, the server call back probability, 0, is defîned as the probability

that an arrival results in the server returning to the target queue. An arrival will have

no effect on vacation operation with a probability of (I-0). The operation of the server

call back parameter is illustrated in Figure 3.2-3.
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In the analysis of the single server vacation model, job arrivals per unit time are

assumed to be Poisson with rate \, and the service is exponential with Íate p"s. The

vacation length varies, depending on the specific characteristics of the polling system to

be approximated. Therefore, to make the model as general as possible, the vacation

lengths ¿Lre assumed to be phase type (with two phases) to take advantage of this

distributions flexibility. For the normal vacation, the rates are denoted by p, and puz

and for emergency vacations, þrt lfid þ¿2.
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Vacations may start in either phase and the probability that it begins in phase one

is ó. Upon completion of the 1"' phase, either the 2ü phase begins or the vacation ends.

Similarly, completion of the Zù phase results in the starting of the 1"'phase or vacation

termination. These weights are defined as o and É for the 1" and 2ü phases,

respectively. For a summary of the single server vacation model parameters, refer to

Table 3.2-1.

Table 3.2-1: Single Server Vacation Model Parameters

Buffer Capacity

Overload Control Limit

Arrival Rate

Server Call Away Probability

Server Call Back Probability

Normal Vacation Rate (Phase 1)

Normal Vacation Rate (Phase 2)

Emergency Vacation Rate (Phase 1)

Emergency Vacation Rate @hase 2)

Prob. Vacation Starts In Phase 1

Prob. Transfer From Phase 7 To 2

Prob. Transfer From Phase 2 To 1
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CTIAPTER.4
METHOD OF MODEI- ANALYSß

4.L Markov Processes

The steady state solution to the single server vacation model is found by analysing

the network as a Markov Process. This section will provide a brief overview of Markov

Processes. It will also describe the steps necessary in solving the model for the steady

state.

Markov Processes are those which obey a number of conditions, the most

important being that they exhibit the Markov Proper-ty. The Markov Property simply

states that the system is independent of its past. In other words, by knowing the present

state of the system at time t, one can predict what the system will look like at time r*/.
Furthermore, a maximum of one event is allowed to occur between times / and t+1.

Another important aspect of stationary Markov Processes is that it does not matter

at what state the system begins in, it will eventually end up in the same steady state after

a long period of time. It is this steady state probability distribution that needs to be

solved for in this thesis. To determine the steady state distribution, the following balance

equation must be solved:
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QT*P=o

where,

Br - Transition rate matrix
P - State probability vector

The balance equation is set equal to z,ero since in the steady state, the flow of jobs

into a particular system stiate must equal the flow out of that same state. From this

equation it is apparent that the first step in the solution procedure is to determine the state

space of the system. Once this is found, it will be necessary to define all valid interstate

transitions. This will give rise to a system of simultaneous equations that, when solved,

provide the steady state probability distribution. The remaining sections of this chapter

will describe the entire solution procedure.
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4.2 Derivation of Fossible Systern States

As referred to in Section 4.1, the state space of the system must be derived to

allow for steady state solution. To do this, it must be decided what attributes uniquely

define what state the system is in. This section deals with the state definition for the

single server vacation model.

To be able to gather the relevant performance information, the state space of the

single server vacation model must be defined in a way that keeps track of the length of

the target queue whether or not the server is on vacation. Also, since normal and

emergency vacation types will be of different duration, they must remain separate in the

state space definition. Thus, the definition must be such that each state can answer the

following three questions:

1,) Is the server presently located in the target queue?

2) If it is not in the target queue, is it on a normal vacation or an emergency

vacation?

3) How many jobs are currently waiting fo¡ service in the target queue?

The state space for the single server vacation model is defined to satisfy all of the

above requirements. The state space, a, takes the form (ij) or (ij,k) depending on the

location of the server:
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A= [ ( i, j) ; i=t;L<j<N] U f ( i, j , k) ; i=o;o<j<N; k=L,2)
U t t i, i, k) ; i=2 ¡r<i <N; k=1,,21

where,
i:0: Server on normal vacation
i:I: Server in the target queue
i:2: Server on emergency vacation
j: Number of jobs in the target queue (j:1,2,...,M
k: Server in I* vacatson phase (k:1,2)

Using this definition, it can be shown that exactly 5N+2 states exist. Therefore,

polling systems having large buffer capacities can be approximated by this model without

having the state space.become intractable. The 5N+2 value is derived in Table 4-2-1.

Table 4.2-l: Breakdown of Possible System States

Location of Server Number of States

In Target Queue N

Phase I of Normal Vacation N+1

Phase 2 of Normal Vacation N+1

Phase 1 of Emergency Vacation N

Phase 2 of Emergency Vacation N

Total 5N+2

'When solving the balance equation of Section 4.1, we desire the state space

probability distribution. Therefore, in the remainder of the thesis, the probabilify that

the system is in state (ij,k) will be denoted by P,¡,,
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4.3 Ðetermination of Transition R.ate Matrix & Balance Equations

Once all of the possible states have been def,rned, the next step involved in the

model construction is to determine the transition rate matrix. This is necessary if

movement between states is to be accurately predicted. From this matrix, it is possible

to develop the appropriate balance equations. This section clarifies the method in which

the transition rate matrix and the balance equations are derived.

In Section 4.I, it was stated that only one event can occur in any time interval

and only the present state of the system is important. Therefore, the transition rate

matrix is a simple, albeit large, from-to matrix describing valid movement between

system süates. This matrix is derived by taking each of the 5N+2 states, and determining

to what other state the system may move to over a single time interval. Then, the rate

at which this transition can occur is entered into the appropriate element of the matrix.

Invalid transitions have a zero entry in their element of the transition matrix.

Therefore, the first step in deriving the transition rate matrix is to define all of

the valid movements between states. This is accomplished through the use of a system

state diagram. These diagrams consist of a number of boxes, each representing one strate

in the state space. Then, boxes representing valid state transitions are connected by a

line. Finally, the lines are labelled with appropriate transition rates.

To develop the state diagram for the single server vacation model, it is necessary

to include the following state transitions (Refer to Table 3.2-l for parameter summary):
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Note: Queue lengths are incremented upon job arrival and decremented upon service
completion.

Server In The Tarset Oueue

1) If , Quzuc Length < N; Then, a job arrival can occur. (rate À)

2\ If, Queuc Length : 1;

Then, upon service completion phase 1 of normal vacation begins with prob. þ.
(rate þ¡rr)

Or, phase 2 of normal vacation begins with prob. (I-ó). (nte (I-ô)p.ò

3) If, 1 < Queue Length < K;

Then, upon service completion next job is served with prob. Q-q. $ate p.r(I-e))

Or, phase I of emergency vacation begins with prob. Oþ. (rate pñó)
Or, phase 2 of emergency vacation begins with prob. AQ-Ð. (nte pñe-Ð)

4) If , Queuc Length > K;

Then, the server remains in target queue upon next service completion. (rate ¡rr)

Server In Phase 1 Of Normal Vacation

L) If , 0 < Queue Length < (K-1); Then, a job arrival can occur. (rate À)

2) If, (K-1) < Queue Length < N;

Then, the server returns to the target queue upon next job arrival with prob 0.

(rate \0)

Or, the server remains on vacation with prob. (l-0). (ratel\e-ï))

3) If , Queue Length : 0;

Then, vacation phase termination results in transfer to phase 2. (rate pw\t)

4) If, I < Qu¿ue Length < N;

Then, upon service completion vacation continues in phase 2 with prob. a.

(rate ap.r&t)

Or, the servet returns to the target queue with prob. (1-a).(rate (L-a)þw/.t)
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Server In Phase 2 Of Normal Vacation

1) If,0 < Queue Length < (K-1); Then, a job arrival can occur. (rate X)

2\ fi, (K-1) < Queue Length < N;

Then, the server returns to the target queue upon next job arrival with prob 0.

(rate }'0)

Or, the server remains on vacation with prob. (I-0). (ratel\(I-0))

3) If, Queue Length : 0;

Then, vacation phase termination results in transfer to phase 1. (rate pvAt)

4) If, 1 < Queue Length < N;

Then, upon service completion vacation continues in phase 1 with prob. B.

(rate ßp-At)
Or, the server returns to the target queue with prob. (I-ß).(rate (I-p)pwM)

1) If , I < Queue Length < (K-1); Then, a job arrival can occur. (rate \)

2) If , (K-I) < Queue Length < N;

Then, the server returns to the target queue upon next job anival with prob 0.

(rate À0)

Or, the server remains on vacation with prob. (I-0). (rateì\e-ï))

3) If, I < Queue Length < N;

Then, upon service completion vacation continues in phase 2 with prob. cv.

(rate ap,rr\t)

or, the server returns to the target queue with prob. e-u). (nte (I-a)pptat)
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1)

2\

If, I < QueueLength < (K-I); Then, ajobarrivalcanoccur. (rate\)

If, (K-1) < Queuc Lengrh 1 N;

Then, the server returns to the target queue upon next job arrival with prob 0.

(rate \0)

Or, the server remains on vacation with prob. (1-0). (rate )\(I-0))

If, l<Qucu¿Length<N;
Then, upon service completion vacation continues in phase 1 with prob. B.

(rate Bp.ur&t)

Or, the server returns to the target queue with prob. (1-ß). (rate (I-g)p"rr4^t)

3)

These feasible state transitions, along with their rates, are listed in Appendix A.

Given this information, it is possible to draw a state space diagram of the single server

vacation model. Such a diagram for the specific case where K:4 and N:6 is provided

in Figure 4.3-1.

Given a diagram of this nature, it is a straightforward matter to develop the

balance equations referred to in Section 4.1. In the steady state, the flow of jobs into

each state must equal the flow out of the same state. Thus, every box in the state

diagram will have a corresponding equation. The equations are found by recognizing

that the sum of the lines entering the box must equal the sum of the lines out of the box.

For example, consider state (1,5) in Figure 4.3-1. For clarify, this and the

relevant states in the system diagram are redrawn in Figure 4.3-2. The derivation of the

balance equation for this state is as follows:
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Figwe 4.3-2: State (1,5)
i Flow Into State

ÀPr,4 + f¿sPr,o + 0\(P0,4,r * Po,o,, * Pr,o,, * Pr,o.r) + (1-a)(¡ry,Po,s,r * perPz,s,r) *
, (l-p)ú¿urPo, s,z * przPz,s,z)

: Flow Out Of State

: ¡tsP1,5 + ÀP1,5

Balance Equation

Pi,s:1/(¡r5+\){ÀPr,o*/¿sPr,o+0À(P0,4,r*Po,o,z*Pz,¿,t*Pz,n,)+(1-a)(¡ru,Po,s,,*
Ê¿erPz,s,r) + (1-É)û¿u rPo,r,, * p*Pr,r,r)\
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The same method can be used to develop balance equations for the entire system.

The set of equations for the general single server vacation model are as follows:

_'1Pr,r=¡fu [u"(r-Q)Pr, r+ (a-æ) irurPo,r,r* (1--ôK]) ILztpz,,_,r) *
( t -B I (lLrrPo,r,r* (l- -õff) þ"rPr,r,) J

Pr,r=å Urer,i-r+Fs(1-O) Pr,¡*r+ (1-a) (V-Po,i,r+ (1-ô", ) þ"rpr,,r,r) *
(t-Bl OturPo,i,r* (i--ôKr) Vzzpz,i,)l (i--õKz) for 2<i<K

Pr,,=¡fu l)'Pr, ¡-t+V sPtl*r+0I (Po, ¡-r,t+Po, i-t,z*

i1--!ru) (Pr,i-r,r*Pr,r-r,r) ) + (1-a) ( IrutPo,i,r* (l--ôru) lLetPz,¡,r) *(t-B) (lLrrpo,i,r* (1-ôKr) 1t"rpr,;,) J for Ksi(N

n r, *= ll 
I er. 

"-, 
+6 ), ( p 

o, w-t, t+ po, nt, z+ ( 1- - õ *, )

(.Pr,*-r,r.*Pr,*_r,r) ) + (1-ø) ( ]LvzPo,w,1+ (1-ôru) V"rpz,*,r) *(t-p ) (lLurPo,*,2+ (1-õKr) Irøzpz,*,r) l

Po. o, f 1fu [OpsPr,, * Ir rzPo, o, rJ

Po,r,t=Vfu lLno,i-r.r*Þ ILvzPo,r,rl (1-ôru) for L<i<K
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Po,i,f 
ffit 

(1-0) LPo,r-r,r+þrLvzPo.r,rl (1-ô¡av) for K<i(N

Po,w,r= 
fif 

(1=o) LPo, *-r,r+ÞIry2Ps,tr,rJ

Po, o,r= u=*t 
( r -6¡ tL sPt, r*]LvtPo, o, tf

Po,i,z= 
*hlÀro, i-t,z+üþvrPo,.i,,.] (1-ôKr) for L<i<K

po,i,r= 
*ht 

(1-O) )rpo,i-r,z*dllvtpo,r,rl (i--ô¡av) for K<i(N

Po,*,r= 
#t 

(1-o) LPo, *-,.,r*alLvrPo,w,tf

Pz, t, f ffi [oQPrrr, r*9 P 
"rPr, 

t,t] (1 -õKr )

Pz,i,f ufu [oÔPsPr. i*1+),.Pr,i-r,r+P ItezPz,r,r] (1-ôKr) (1--ðxz)

for 2<i<K

Pz,i,f 
ffit 

(1-0) LPr.r-t,r*F\"rPr,i,) ( l--ôKr) (1-ô,,v) for K<i(N
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pr,*,r=];t ( 1 -0) Lpr,*-r,r*Þlr urpr, *,rl (1-öKr)

Pr,t,r= 
*h[ol$P".er,, 

+üIr ztPz,r, r] ( l- -ôff )

Pr, i,r=;+T IalÖpsPr,i *,+]uPr, i-t,z+üIlztPr, i,rl ( r-ô*,) (f -ô*r)
lL zz+ L

for 2<i<K

Pr,i,r=;-r*^t (1-O) LPr,i-r,r*üILntPz,r,rl (1--ôff) (1--õ,,v) for K<i(N

pr, *, z= + t ( 1 -0 ) L pr, rr-r, 
"* 

& ]L ntpz, 
",, 

I ( l- -ôtrr )
lL zz

4,,,={å Llr:",t*t,J

where,

The general state equations presented above are valid for all cases where K < N

and N ( oo . Application of these equations will result in a set of 5N+2linear equations

(or 3N+2 if K:I) that are solved simultaneously to determine the system steady state

probabilities.
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When these balance equations are put in the transition rate matrix form, a square,

stable matrix of dimension 5N*2 results. The structure of the transition rate matrix

where N:4 and K:2 is provided in Figure 4.3-3. Note that in this figure an X in a

matrix eiement indicates a non-zero value (ie. A valid transition). Also, each diagonal

element is equal to the negative sum of all other elements in its row. The figure is

divided into sections corresllonding to the 5 rows of the system state diagram (See Figure

4.3-1). The number along each matrix axis is the number of customers in the target

queue (ie. The j value in our state definition). The i and È value over each section also

corresponds to the state definition of Section 4.2.

t:ô
k--1

l-O
L<:2

L:2
Ìc:1

r-2
k:2

1-O
k:1

t:o
k:2

í:2
Ìc:1

k:2
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3 ](XX
4 XX
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Figure 4.3-3: Transition Rate Matrix (N:4, K:2)
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4"4 Solving for the Steady State

Once the set of linear equations describing the single server vacation model have

been derived, it is possible to solve for the steady state. The solution method must be

able to handle a large number of simultaneous equations with minimal error. The chosen

technique for this thesis is an iterative approximation proposed by Grassmann, et al [20].

Briefly, this method uses regenerative theory to modify the standard Gauss-Jordan

solution procedure. An elimination algorithm is def,rned that begins in the last balance

equation and works forward. When the f,rrst equation has been reached, all state

probabilities will have been solved for. The algorithm itself is numerically very stable

because it does not contain any subtraction, and if negative numbers are avoided the

algorithm is very resistant to rounding errors.

Since the balance equations as defined in section 4.3 a¡e valid for continuous

time, they must be discretized prior to using the algorithm to eliminate negativity. This

discretization is performed similar to the method described by Altiok and Stidham [21].

Simply put, the algorithm converts the transition rate matrix into a transition probability

matrix. This is accomplished by setting aJl a,, in the rate matrix to a,r/n where 4 is a

suitably chosen positive constant.

Once this is completed, one last observation needs to be made. Note that the set

of equations is homogenous as they are all equal to zero. Also realize that the sum of

aii state probabilities must equal to one. Therefore, any one balance equation must be
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replaced by:

r
/-t

D=1'i,i'x -
vi,j,k

The entire procedure outlined in this chapter was performed by a FOR.TRAN

program. This coding of this program was divided into the following subroutines (A

complete program listing is provided in Appendix B):

1) Initialize all model variables.

2) Define all elements of the transition rate matrix

3) Discretize the transition rate matrix (ie. Convert it into a transition

probability matrix).

4) Solve the set of simultaneous equations through Grassmann's aJgorrthm.

Ð Calculate and ouþut the relevant performance measures.
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CT{APTER 5
DETERMIÌ{ATION OF' I/ACATIOÌ{ PAR,AIVÍE'TER,S

5.1 Method of Determination

As stated previously in Section 3.2, the length of time a server is on vacation,

along with both the server c¿ll back and call away probabilities, depend on the polling

system under investigation. Thus, a qualitative understanding of these parameters is

required before continuing on with the analysis of the single seryer vacation model. This

understanding was gained through the use of a computer simulation, PCModel, and is

the subject of this chapter. The simulation program listing is provided in Appendix B.

Using this package, a program was written to simulate the behaviour of a

symmetric, finite capacity three queue polling system over time. A buffer size of nine

for each queue was chosen as this value is large enough to give representative data while

remaining tractable. Vacation parameters were derived from the program in the

following way:

o The time that the server leaves the target queue, Ql, is noted and serves

as the beginning of a vacation interval.

e If the vacation begins because Ql becomes empty, the vacation is marked

as a normal vacation. If it results from another queue exceeding K, it is
ma¡ked as an emergency vacation.

c When the server next returns to Ql, the time is noted as a vacation

termination.

If this return occurs because both Q2 &. Q3 have been served exhaustively,
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the vacation is said to terminate regularly. Otherwise, the return results

from Ql exceeding K and the vacation is said to have terminated as a

-o..,1+ ^f ^ ^^ll h^^1.rrvòurL Lrl a, vaJl u4vÀ.

The length of the vacation is divided by the cunent service time to

standardize the length in equivalent number of services.

This value is stored according to type of vacation and mode of termination

for later analysis.

The server call probabilities are also derived in this simulation. They are found

in the following manner:

o Every time that the server is in Ql and the length of Ql is <K, a server

call away possibiliry is said to have occurred. If after the next service

completion the server does leave for another queue, an actual server call

away is said to have occurred.

o At the end of the simulation run, the call away probability, O, is found by:

o= No. of Actual Cal-l- Aways
lVo. of Possibl-e Cal-l- Aways

Every time that the server is not in Ql and the length of Q1 is >K, a

server call back possibiliry is said to have occurred. If after the next

service completion the server does return to QL, an actual server call back

is said to have occurred.

At the end of the simulation run, the call back probability, 0, is found by:

No. of Actual- Cal-L Backs
Q= ¿vv '

ê

o

o

No. of PossibLe CaLl- Backs
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5.2 Ðescription of R.uns

For each simulation run, information on the first 5,0m jobs served is negiected

to allow the system to reach the steady state. Then, information is collected until a

further 25,æ0 customers have been processed. This large size allows for more accuracy

when assessing the effects of variables on system performance.

Of particular interest are the effects of traffic density, p, Md control limit, K, on

the vacation parameters. This information is obtained by the following simulation runs:

Ð r-'et K:2

Ð I-.et P:0.1

m) Perform Simulation

nì I-et p:p*O.1

Ð Repeat 3-4 while p<2.0

VD Let K:K+I

VÐ Repeat tr-VI while K<9
:

Each simulation run provides a frequency distribution chart for Normal Vacation

(Regular and Call Back Termination) and Emergency Vacation durations (Regular and

Call Back Termination). They also return probability values for both O and 0. By

ana1ysingthesimulationouþut,itwasapparentthatthedatacouldbecategorized

according to traff,rc density. Therefore, further analysis can be grouped into low,

medium and high values of p (p:À/pr).
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5.3 Low Traffic Densities

The analysis discussed in this section are valid for a symmetnc n queue polling

system with low traffic densities. From the simulation runs, it was determined that the

vacation parameters could be grouped together when:

EPrto'u
i=L

When operating in this state, the system is charactenzed by low queue lengths.

As a result, the server often exhausts one buffer and moves on to the next. In terms of

vacation length, these normal type vacations are of short duration. While on a normal

vacation, this analysis showed terminations are due to a call back only for low to medium

values of K. This is because queue lengths rarely exceed Kas it is increased. Frequency

distribution graphs for these situations are provided in Figures 5.3-1 and 5.3-2.

Emergency vacations begin with a server call away. For low values of K, call

aways occasionally happen, but for higher K values these occurrences are rare and can

be neglected. Similar to normal vacations, emergency vacations are of short duration

when dealing with low traffic densities. Also, call backs only occur while K is low.

Figures 5.3-3 and 5.3-4 illustrate emergency vacation length distributions.
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Before analysing this overload control strategy as a single server vacation model,

appropriate values for O and d must be found. The simulation runs have shown that

values near 0% and 90% were valid for call away and call back percentages,

respectiveiy. Appropriate values of 0 and 0 for all control levels at low traffic densities

are given in Figure 5.3-5. The value of O is low because these situations rarely arise.

High values for 0 occur since queue lengths are generally lower than K. However, when

K is exceeded in one of the queues, the others are usually less than K. This results in

either a call back or a call away depending on where the server is at the time.

Server Ca I I Probabi I it ies
Lry Trafffc Densìty

110

100

90

BO

7A

Ëso
o
U
L3so

40

30

20

l0

0
?3456789

Control Lìnlt
O Call Arcv ß + Cått Ehck %

Figure 5.3-5: Server Call Probabilities - Lnw p
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Thus, from the graphs, it is seen that when modetling this control strategy for low

values of p it is appropriate to model both vacations with short average durations. They

must be designed so that vacations are generally completed before the target queue

reaches K. Call away percentage must be set near 0% and call back percentage slightly

lower thafi 1.00%. The following information regarding normal vacations are provided

in Table 5.3-1. The same information for emergency vacations are given in Table 5.3-2:

1)

2)

3)

4)

% of vacations that terminate in the regular manner.

The mean & standard deviation for the regular termination distribution.

% of vacations that terminate due to a call back.

The mean & standard deviation for the call back termination distribution.

Table 5.3-1: Normal Vacation Data For Low Traff,rc Densities

K Regular
Terrrination

tt t Call Back
Termination

tt o

2 92.6% 7.7 7.7 7.4% 8.1 7.4

J 97.1% 7.5 7.3 2.9% 9.0 6.4

4 99.0% 7.8 7.6 l.ÙVo 10 5.5

5 99.6% 7.8 7.5 0.4% 11 5.3

6 99.8% 8.0 7.6 0.2% t7 7.8

7 r00% 7.9 7.5

I 1007 7.8 7.5

9 rcj% 7.7 7.6
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Table 5.3-2: Emergency Vacation Data For Low Traffic Densities

K Regular
Termination

u (, CaII Back
Tennination

lL ø

2 6s.5% 6.4 7.4 34.4% 5.8 5.5
õJ 61.2% 6.8 6.7 38.8% 5.9 5.1

4 73.4% 7.5 4.5 26.6% 7.0 5.3

5 72.1% 9.4 5.2 27.9% 9.1 4.4

6 rw% 11 4.7

A summary of the simulation analysis for low traffic densities is provided in

Table 5.3-3.

Table 5.3-3: Simulation Analysis Summary - Low Traffic Density

Normal vacations Short duration, regardless of K

Emergency vacations Short duration, regardless of K

Server call away probability Very low, regardless of K

Server call back probability Very high, regardless of K
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5.4 Medium TraffÏc Densities

The analysis discussed in this section a¡e valid for a symmetricn queuepoiling

system with medium traffic densities. The simulation study found that for a symmetric

n queue polling system, a second grouping can be formed when:

o.s<E pr(1.0
j=L

This group interests communication network designers most. It is ideal from a

design standpoint to have the server busy 100% of the time yet have a minimuin number

of job losses. The medium range of p resembles this situation most closely. Here, the

queues were seen to vary from empty to fult throughout the simulation runs.

In this range the server is seen. to go on both vacation types regardless of the

overload control limit. The value of K does, however, have an impact on the vacation

durations as well as the portion of vacations that are terminated due to a call back. In

terms of normal vacations, increasing K will result in an increase in the portion of

regular vacation terminations along with a corresponding rise in vacation duration for

both termination fypes.

This is explained by the fact that normal vacations begin with an empty target

queue. By increasing K, more arrivals have to occur prior to a call back. Thus,

increasing K allows the server more time to terminate the vacation regularly. Figures

5.4-1 and 5.4-2 show the normal vacation length distributions for both termination types.
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With respect to emergency vacations, increasing K gives the server fewer

opportunities to take an emergency vacation and more of a chance to be called back from

vacation. This leads to a higher portion of emergency vacations terminating in a server

call back.

A higher control limit also meâns that when an emergency vacation begins, the

queue that the server is called to has a longer length. Thus, it takes more time to

complete the vacation for higher K values. Similarly, increasing K leads to a decrease

in the duration of vacations that terminate in a call back because the call back can occur

sooner. Figures 5.4-3 and 5.4-4 graph the emergency vacation length distributions for

both termination types.

For O, the probability is seen to begin around 70% and decrease almost linearly

with increasing control limit. This is because as K rises, the chance that a call away will

occur decreases. With respectto 0, a25% value increases rapidly as K-'N, until it

reaches I00% at K : N. The simulation results for medium densities are graphed in

Figure 5.4-5.

Tables 5.4-1 and 5.4-2 provide the simulation results for both normal and

emergency vacations that correspond to medium p values.
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Table 5.4-l: Normal Vacation Data For Medium Traff,rc Densities

K Reqrlsr
Termination

It tf Call Back-
Tennination

ttf. fr

2 72.6% 2.9 2.8 27.4% 7.6 8.0

3 8r.5% 3.5 3.0 18.5% 8.6 6.9

4 87.6Vo 4.1 3.4 12.4% T2 9.0

5 89.7% 5.0 4.4 t0.3% L3 5.6

6 92.2% 5.5 4.7 7.8% 15 6.2

7 91.4% 6.1 5.0 8.6% 18 6.6

8 93.8% 7.6 6.0 6.2% 19 6.2

9 93.6Vo 8.4 6.3 6.4V 2t 6.5

Table 5.4-2: Emergency Vacation Data For Medium Traffîc Densities

K Regular
Termination

tt (Í CalI Back
Termination

p a

2 2r.1% 2.8 2.8 78.9% 13 r0

3 t6.t% 4.1 3.1 83.9% T2 8.6

4 12.4% 5.7 3.7 87.6% 9.9 7.6

5 \3.0% 6.4 3.8 87.0% 8.4 6.6

6 r0.8% 8.5 4.5 89.2% 7.9 6.0

7 9.0% 11 5.9 91.0% 7.2 5.4

8 7.2% t2 6.7 92.8% 7.1 5.9

9 s.0% 16 10 9s.0% 9.0 7.0
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A summary of the simulation analysis for medium traff,rc densities is provided in
Table 5.4-3.

Table 5.4-3: Simuiation Anaiysis Summary - Me<iium Traffic Density

Normal vacations Increase duration as K increases

Emergency vacations Decrease duration as K increases

Server call away probability Decrease as K increases

Server call back probability Increase as K increases
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5.5 Ï{igh Traffic Ðensities

The analysis discussed in this section is valid for a symmel:'ic n queue polling

system with high traffic densities. The final grouping of vacation patameters is formed

when:

pr>1. o

This set is distinguished by the high queue lengths associated with it. In fact, the

simulation runs have shown that all buffers are at capacity most of the time. As a result,

servers are always called away before emptying a queue. Thus, normal vacations are

never taken. In addition, once called away on an emergency vacation, the target queue

quickly exceeds K once again. This results in a call back and the prevention of a regular

vacation termination.

Therefore, when p is high the only vacations are of the emergency type that

terminate by a server call back. For low values of K, these vacations are of an

extremely long duration. This is because once a server begins a vacation, it will not be

called back to the target queue until the last buffer in the cycle is served to length ( K.

As p increases, the length of time until this occurs also increases. Vacation duration

decreases with increasing control limit until K : N. At this point, the vacation is usually

comprised of N - 1 services. The frequency distribution graph for this grouping is

provided in Figure 5.5-1.

É
i=1
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Appropriate values for 0 and 0 very ne:ir 100% for 0 and nea¡ 0% for 0 when

K is low and increasing to I00% for K : N. These probabilities are explained using the

same logic used in explaining the vacation duration. The server call probabilities for the

high trafhc density case are graphed in Figure 5.5-2.
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Therefore, modelling this density group as a single server vacation model requires

that normal vacations are never t¿ken. Also, emergency vacations must be designed very

long for low K and allowed to decrease as K increases. They also must be set so that

they terminate as a result of a call back. The data resulting from this set of simulation

experiments is given in Table 5.5-1.

Table 5.5-1: Emergency Vacation Data for High Traffic Densities

K CaIl Back
Termination

tt o

2 tw% 239 137

3 LW% t29 71

4 100% 74 45

5 100% 44.5 27.3

6 1,00% 24.7 15.7

7 tN% 13.2 8.8

8 rw% 6.0 4.4

9 l,W% 2.2 1.9

A summary of the simulation analysis for medium traffic densities is provided in
Table 5.5-2.

Table 5.5-2: Simulation Analysis Summary - High Traff,rc Density

Normal vacations Not taken

Emergency vacations Very long with low K; Decrease
rapidly as K increases

Server call away probability Very high, regardless of K

Server call back probability Very low with low K; Increase
slowly for mid K values;
Reaches I00% when K:N
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CHAPTER.6
ANALYSIS OF TTIE SINGN-E SER\rER VACATION MODET-

6.L General Ðescription

This chapter discusses the results of the single server vacation analysis. It begins

with a justification of using the simulation results to estimate vacation parameters for the

single server model. This is followed by an explanation of the experiments to be run and

the system performance measures to be analyzed. Then, these individual measures will

be analyzed to determine the effectiveness of this overload control strategy.

Having obtained information on the vacation parameters through the simulation

runs, it is possible to perform an evaluation of this overload control strategy. It must be

noted that the actual simulation ouþut is not what is critical. This is because the values

are valid for the particular operating conditions described in the previous chapter. tilhat

are important are the parameter change trends that were uncovered through the simulation

exercise.

It is reasonable to assume that these trends (eg. Increase emergency vacation rate

with increasing control limit for high traffic density.) are valid regardless of the number

of queues in the polling system and their respective buffer sizes. The only thing these

factors will affect are the magnitude of these change trends. Therefore, the analysis of

the single server vacation model incorporates these trends in a consistent manner yielding

consistent results.
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6.2 Experimental Design

As explained in the model description, vacations were to be defined by a phase

type distribution. This definition agrees with the results from the simulation. These

results do, however, allow for a further simplif,rcation of the analysis. Given the

previously described vacation behaviour, it is possible to use an Erlang-2 distribution for

both vacation types. This distribution was initially created to aid in the modelling of

telephone traffic as it provides flexibility with easier implementation. Being two phase,

Fw, þrn, pet ffid ¡t*st111, exist but vacations last through both phases only once. As

such, the following parameter values remain constant for all program runs:

o u:I

. ß:0

o ó:I

Having determined appropriate vacation parameters (ie. pr, !ru¿, þøt, lLø2, dl, and

0) with the aid of simulation, a final parameter selection must be made prior to

performing the experimental runs. This decision is the choice of an appropriate buffer

size. It involves a trade-off between realism and program complexity. That is, the

larger the buffer size, the more realistic the model (to a point) for certain situations.

Unfortunately, a conflict exists in that it also causes the state space of the model to

increase, resulting in longer program running times and potential exposure to round off

EITOTS.
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Another advantage to a lower setting of the queue length is that it witl provide

stronger emphasis on the effect of the overload control strategy. Regardless of queue

size, the overall behaviour of the system with control limit implementation remains the

same. By tightening the range from an empty to a full buffer (ie. shortening the capacity

of the buffer), the system is forced to react more strongly with smaller changes in the

level of the control limit. Keeping these issues in mind, a number of trial program runs

were completed under a variety of initial conditions. These experiments indicated that

a buffer size of thirty was a suit¿ble compromise between all factors.

As the primary motivation for this thesis is investigating the effectivengss of this

control scheme, the experiments were designed to provide this information. In order to

see how various control levels react in different operating conditions, the analysis of the

single server vacation model includes three density groups: low Ø:0.1), medium

(p:0.Ð and high (p:1.0). This agrees with the results of the simulation analysis that

experiments can be classified according to traffic density.

Therefore, for each of the density levels the value of the control limit, K, was

varied from a low of two to a high of thirty (recall that N:30). An additional run was

performed for each density level that modelled the situation of a zero control level (ie.

as though the system had no overload control mechanism in place). This effect is

achieved by setting the following performance measures:

o K:N/A

0:0%

Q:0%o
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Each execution of the program produces ouþut for a number of performance

measures. These measures provide information on vacations taken (ie. How often they

occur and their behaviour), system occupancy (ie. Average queue length, idte probability)

and loss frequency (ie. Probability that the queue is full). For a listing of the parameter

initial conditions and corresponding program ouþut, please refer to Appendix D. These

experiments provide the basis for rating the effectiveness of the control scheme. The

remainder of this chapter is devoted to the analysis of these measures.
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6.3 Vacation Eehaviour

In designing the polling system, it is of interest to know how often the server is

on each type of vacation, and the length of the target queue while vacations are

occurring. For example, if the server is found to be on vacation or the queue length is

larger than K an excessive amount of time, this may indicate that the control limit needs

to be redefined, especially if the target queue contains important jobs. To gain this

knowledge, each program execution provides the following information:

o NVAC: The portion of time that the server is taking a normal

vacation. It is defrned by:

2N

Ð Ð Po,j,*
k=1 j=0

o EVAC: The portion of time that the server is taking an

emergency vacation. It is defined by:

2N

Ð E P,,j.r
k=L j=7

c VLTK: While the server is on vacation, the percentage of

time that the length of the target queue is less than

the control limit. It is defined by:

2 K-L 2 K-r

E E Po,i,r*ÐE Pr,¡.r* Qwec + EVAC)-7
k=L j=o k=t j=7
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7T

While the server is on vacation, the percentage of

time that the length of the target queue is greater

than or equal to the conrol limit. It is defined by:

2N2N

Ð E Po,¡,x*ÐÐ Pr,i,** (nuec + EVAC) -t
k=L j=K k=t j=K

In running the experiments with low traffic densities, it is found that the value of

the control limit has very little effect on the total amount of time that a server is on

vacation. With the initial conditions as given in appendix A, it is seen that the server is

on vacation a large portion of the time (approximately g0%). For lower levels of K, the

server is seen to take emergency vacations once in a while. However, when K> 18,

these instances become nonexistent. This information is presented graphically in Figure

6.3-r.

Due to the low value of p, instances of high queue lengths will be timited. This

is shown in the percentage of time that the target queue exceeds K while the server is on

vacation (See Figure 6.3-2). Here the queue exceeds K only when K<6. Even in these

experiments this occurrence is limited.

The effect of varying the control limit is the greatest when modelling medium

values of p. For this set of experiments, implementing the control strategy lowers the

total vacation percentage by about 4% (Sen Figure 6.3-3). The vacation level remains

fairly constant until K:N. At this point, the server is seen to be on vacation a grea.ter

percentage of the time compared to the no control situation. This test shows that normal
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vacations are only taken for the case when K:2 (and the no control situation, of course).

All other K values yield emergency vacations.

Figure 6.3-3
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The target queue exceeds K while the server is on vacation is equal to

approximately 70% when K:2 (See Figure 6.3-4). This portion decreases steadily until

it reaches zero when K:N. This makes sense as medium values for p yield the most

fluctuations in queue length. As control level increases, there are fewer opportunities

for the queue length to exceed K, yet remain on vacation.

Figure 6.3-4
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In running the experiments with high traffic densities, the implementation of

control limit is shown to have a very positive impact on keeping the server in the target

queue. Without any control, the server is on vacation over 80% of the time. This value

drops and remains under 20% for 2 < K < 26 as shown in Figure 6.3-5. If the polling

system being controlled has one queue with higher priority customers, these results would

indicate that an overload strategy such as this one would be beneficial.

Figure 6.3-5
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When working with high traffic densities, this control strategy usually calis the

server back from vacation shortly after the target queue exceeds K. Thus, the

percentage of time that the farget queue exceeds the control limit while the server is on

vacation is minimal for low K. As K increases, this percentage increases slowly at first

and rapidly as K approaches //. The graphical ouþut for these program runs are

provided in Figure 6.3-6

Figure 6.3-6
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6.4 System Occupancy

System occup¿utcy performance measures are of interest in determining the

utilization of the server and the buffer. It would be beneficial if control strategy causes

the average queue lengths to decline. If this is so, then the network may be designed so

that the server performs more work. To observe this effect, the program provides the

following ouþut:

a IDLE: The portion of time that the target queue is empty. This

measure indicates the amount of time that could be utilized

for additional work. It is defined by:

O MEAN: The average length of the target queue at steady

state. It is def,rned by:

(Pr, t+ Po, t, r* Po, i,z* Pr, j,r+ Pt, r,r) * j

O SDEY: The standard deviation of the average queue length.

It is def,rned by:

2

E Po,o,*
k=1

JV

Ej=t

( Pt,, + Po, r, t* Po, j, z* Pr, j, r* Pz, i, r) * j z -y¿¿¡p
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The values for performance measure IDLE are presented graphically in Figure

6.4-1. From this figure, it is seen that the control strategy has the most effect on

systems having low traffic densities. For this case, the idle percentage doubles from

25% for the no control case to 50% when K:2. This benefit then declines rapidly with

increasing K until it settles back down to 25% when the control limit is set at ten or

greater.

The advantages of the control strategy are not as noticeable when using medium

or high values of p. This is due to the fact that arrivals occur at rates that prevent the

server from being idle to often.

Figure 6.4-1
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The experimental results of the average queue length analysis are provided in

Figure 6.4-2. In this f,rgure, the mean values are shown without their corresponding

standard distributions to prevent a "busy" graph. Refer to Table 6.4-1 for the

experimental data. The table indicates that the distributions tighten as K increases.

Figure 6.4-2
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Table 6.4-l: Experimental Data for Average Queue Iængth

Tlaffrc
Density

Control Limit

0 1 6 10 t4 18 t', ?Á 30

0.1: Mean
Sdev

2.5
2.7

0.6
0.7

1.8
1.6

2.4
2.3

2.6
2.6

2.7
2.8

2.5
2.6

2.5
2.7

2.5
2.7

0.5: Mean
Sdev

t2.4
8.7

4.6
3.5

8

3.2
11.5
2.9

15

2.6
18.5
2.4

21.9
2.2

25.1
2.2

27.2
2.7

1.0: Mean
Sdev

28

5.2
19.2
8.2

20.3
7

2t.5
5.9

23.2
4.9

24.7
3.8

26.3
2.7

27.9
t.7

29.4
0.6
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The average queue length analysis provides further evidence that the overload

control strategy yields significant benefits. It is seen that average queue length drops

immediately upon control limit implementation. Then, as the value of K increases the

queue lengths climbs again until it becomes longer than the no control case.

This analysis shows that the advantages of the control strategy increases with a

corresponding increase in p. For this set of experiments, maximum decreases for low,

medium and high traffic density are 2, 7 and 8, respectively. Once the p value becomes

too large, however, the system will become so congested that the control mechanism will

lose its effectiveness.
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6.5 Loss Frequency

Minimizing customer loss to a full buffer is the most important design aspect.

Since all buffers are f,rnite, these loss instances do occur and when they do, expensive

retransmissions costs are incurred. If an overload control scheme is found to cut down

the loss frequency, it would be economically desirable to implement it. To perform this

analysis, the program produces the following ouþut:

o FULL: The probability that a customer arrives to a full buffer.

It is def,rned by:

2

Ð (no,o**Pr,n,x) *Pt,w
k=1

Figure 6.5-1
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The results from the program executions are graphed in Figure 6.5-I. From this

graph, it is apparent that the control strategy does in fact provide for improved

performance. When working with low traffic densities, the probability that the buffer

is fuIl is essentially zero even when no control is in place. Therefore, the control limit

is unable to provide any improvement in this case.

The control strategy provides marked decreases in job losses using networks

having medium or high traffi.c densities. Although maximum benefrts occur when low

K is used, the strategy only results in higher losses when medium p is combined with

K:N. The greatest benefit occurs with p:7. Here, the maximum reductiQn of over

70% oceurs at a middle control limit value (K:10).
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CTIAPTER 7
AR.EAS F''OR. F'T]RTTTER. RF,SEARCH

This thesis presents the first stage of analysis for an overload control strategy.

As such, further research can take a number of directions. One of these is to study the

system without the assumption of symmetric queues. If this is the case, the simulation

would have to be coded to allow for different control limits, arrival rates and service

rates for each queue. This would lead to different input values for vacation parameters

to the single server vacation analysis.

In many polling systems, customers are assigned to a specific queue according to

their priority. By employing priorities, important customers can be given special

protection against losses. A variety of ways of modelling these priority schemes exist

and all would effect the simulation program and associated vacation parameters.

The analysis in this thesis is limited to the steady state case. Therefore, another

way in which the effectiveness of the control strategy can be measured is to study how

it behaves under transient conditions. This can be accomplished by solving the system

of simultaneous differential equations that describe the flow of customers through the

network. Solutions to equations of this type have been handled in the literature by

Runge-Kutta techniques.
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Another related strategy utilizes two control limits. This may improve network

performance and should be evaluated. In this scheme the server may be called away to

any queue with length exceeding Kr. Once it is c¿lled away, it cannot be catled away

again until the queue length decreases below the lower control l:'mit K2. This would

prevent the server from spending an excessive amount of time moving between buffers

due to call aways.
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CTTAPTER. S

CONCI-USIONS

In the design of communication networks, a single server is often required to

perform a multitude of tasks in a configuration known as a polling system. As the space

available for jobs to line up in is limited, it is important to minimize losses resulting

from customers arriving to a full queue. Most of the literature in congestion control,

however, is dedicated to the modelling of infinite queues. Therefore, the objective of

this thesis is to evaluate a specific control strategy for a polling system under a finite

queue context.

The polling system was to be solved as a single server vacation model. This

method has been proven successful in modelling polling systems. Before the evaluation

could be performd, il investigation of vacation behaviour is required. This was

accomplished through the use of computer simulation.

Analysis of the single server vacation model was then achieved through a

FORTRAN computer program. The overload control strategy was then evaluated in

terms of vacation behaviour, system occupancy and loss frequency. A number of

conclusions can be made by observing these performance measures.

If the network being designed is expected to operate under conditions of low

trafhc density, the problem of lost customers does not exist. Benefits of implementing

the control limit in this situation are related to increased idleness and lower average

queue lengths. By increasing idleness, the server can actually be allocated a greater
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amount of work. Also, decreasing queue length will tead to a corresponding decrease

in customer waiting time and increased system throughput. Improvements are maximized

with lower control limits and decrease with increasing K.

Networks having medium traffic densities saw improvements when the congestion

control scheme was used. Here also, maximum benefits are seen with low K values.

In these networks, decreases in average queue lengths and loss frequency occur leading

to effrcient system performance.

The most dramatic improvements are seen when modelling networks subjected to

high traffic densities. In these experiments, the loss frequency is minimizedby using a

median control level. The number of lost customers was decreased over 70% with this

control strategy. Average queue lengths were most favourably affected by low Kvalues.

Therefore, choice of control level would depend on whether customer losses or waiting

time was the priority.

It can be concluded that this particular congestion control strategy is an effective

method for improving system performance. The results indicate that further analysis into

this freld, as suggested in the previous chapter, is encouraged.
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APPENDXX A
FEASIBT-E STATE TRANSTMON R.ATES

This appendix provides valid transitions using the state space dehnition in Section 4.2.

From

(1,i) -
(1,1)--

(1,1)-*

(1,i) -
(1,i) *
(1,i) -
(1i) -
(0,0,k) --

(i,j,k)--

(i,i,k) -
(i,j,k) -+

(0,j,1)--

(0,i,1) -
(0,j,2¡--

(0,i,2)--

(2,i,1) -
(2,i,r)--

(2,i,2) -
(2,j,2) -

To

(1j+1) --

(0,0,1¡ -.

(0,0,2¡ *
(2,j-1,1) *
(2,j-1,2) -
(1,j- 1) *
(1,j-1) -
(0,1,k¡ -*

(i,j + 1,k¡ --

(i,j+1,k¡--'

(1,j+1)--

(0,j,2¡--

(1,i) *
(0,j,1)--

(1,i) *
(2,j,2)--

(1,i) *
(2,j,r) -
(1,i) *

Rate

À

óp"

(1-ó)p.

0óp'

o(1-ó)p.

(1-O)¡r,

Fs

X

À

(1-0)}.

dÀ

dþvt

(1-a)rrut

ßþ,,

Q-ß)puz

dþut

(1-o)p,r,

ßprt

(1-ß)po

forl<j<N

for?<j

forZ < j

for2 < j

forKcj

for k:I,Z

for i:0,2;

for í:0,2;

for i:0,2;

forl < j

forl < j

forl < j

forl < j

forl < j

forl < j

forl < j

forl < j

1<

K-1

K-1

<N

<N

<N

<N

<N

<N

<N

<N

<K

<K

<K

<N

j<
<j
.j

K-l; k:t,2

< N; k:I,Z

< N; k:1,2



APPENDD( B
VACATION MODEL PR.OGR.AM LISTING

This appendix provides the FORTRAN code used to solve the single server vacation
model.

C THIS PROGRAM USES GRASSMANN'S ALGORITHM TO COMPUTE THE
C STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE SINGLE SERVER, VACATION
C MODEL.
c
c

REAL AR,SV,NV1,NV2,EV1,EV2,VB1,M1 2,M21
REAL NCB, NCA,P (252,252l,,PR(252l'
INTEGER N,K,NS

c
CALL INITIAL(AR,SV,NV1,NV2,EV1,EV2,VB1,M12,
x M21,NCB,NCA,N,K)

IF(K.EO.1)THEN
NS:3*N + 2

ELSE
NS:5 *N + 2

ENDIF
CALL RATE(AR,SV,NV1,NV2,EV1,EV2,VB1,M12,
* M21,NCB,NCA,N,K,P,PR,NS)
CALL PROB(P,NS)
CALL SOLVE(P,PR,NS)
CALL OUTPUT(PR,SV,K,N, NS}

2 CONTINUE
c

STOP
END

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO INITIALIZE THE INPUT VARIABLES
c

SUBRO UTI NE I NITIAL(AR,SV, NV1, NV2, EV 1,EV 2,VB1,M1 2,* M21,NCB,NCA,N,K)
c

REAL AR,SV,NV1,NV2,EV1,EV2,VB1,M1 2,M21,NCB,NCA
INTEGER N,K

C
WRITE(*,1 )

1 FORMAT(3X,'MEAN"4X,'SDEV"4X,'IDLE"4X,'FULL"4X,'NVAC'x ,4x,'Ev AC', ,4X,',VLTK', ,4X,' VGEK')
AR: 100
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SV: 1 OO

K:5
NVl :0.35
Àt\/t -^ 2tr¡YV4-V.Ug

EV1 :O.35
EV2: O.35
NCB:.87
NCA:0
VB1 :1
M12:1
M21 :O
N :30

RETURN
END

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE TRANSITION RATE MATRIX FOR
C THE SYSTEM
c

SUBROUTINE RATE(AR,SV,NV1, NV2, EV1, EV2,V81,M1 2,
X M21,NCB,NCA,N,K,P,PR,NS)

c
REAL AR;SV,NV1,NV2,EV1,EV2,VB1,M1 2,M21
REAL NCB,NCA,P(NS,NS},PR(NS)
INTEGER N,K,I,J,NS,ROW

c
DO 1OO l:1,NS
PR(l)=O
DO 1O5 J:1,NS

105 Pfl,J) :g
1OO CONTINUE

c
ROW: 1

P(ROW,1):-(AR+SV)
P(ROW,2) = AR
P(ROW,N + 1) : VB1 *SV
P(ROW,2*N + 2) : (1-VB1 )*SV
ROW: ROW + 1

C
IF(K.EO.1)THEN
DO 1101:2,N-1
P(ROW,ROW-1) :SV
P(ROW,ROW¡ :-(AR + SV)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR
ROW: ROW + 1

1 1O CONTINUE
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ELSE
DO 1151:2,K
P(ROW,ROW-1 ) : SV*NCA
IF(I . EO. N )TH EN
P(ROW,ROW¡:-5Y

ELSE
P(ROW,ROW):-(AR+SV)

ENDIF
lF(l.NE.N) P(ROW,ROW + 1 ) =AR
P(ROW,3*N + 1 + ROW) = SVt(1-NCA) *VB1

P(ROW,4*N + 1 + ROW) :SVx(1-NCA) t(1-VB1 
)

ROW=ROW+1
1 15 CONTINUE

IF(K.NE.N)THEN
DO 120l:K+1,N-1
P(ROW,ROW-1) : SV
P(ROW, ROW¡ : -(AR + SV)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR
ROW: ROW + 1

120 CONTINUE
ENDIF

END¡F
IF(K.NE.N)THEN
P(ROW,ROW-1):SV
P(ROW'ROW):-SV
ROW: ROW + 1

ENDIF
c

IF(K.EO.1)THEN
P(ROW,1) :AR*(1-NCB)
P(ROW,ROW¡ = -(AR + NV1 )

P(ROW,ROW + 1) :.AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW+N+1):¡Y1
ROW: ROW + 1

DO 1 25 l:1,N-1
P(ROW,1) : (1-M12)*NV1
P(ROW,l + 1 ) :AR*(1 -NCB)
P(ROW,ROW) = -(AR + NV1 )

P(ROW,ROW+1):AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW + N + 1 ) :M12*NV1
ROW: ROW + 1

125 CONTINUE
ELSE
P(ROW,ROW) : -(AR + NV1 )

P(ROW,ROW+1):AR
P(ROW,ROW+N+1):NV1
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ROW: ROW + 1

DO 1 30 I :1 ,K-2
P(ROW,l) : (1-M12)*NV1
PIROW ROWI --lAFt -r N\/1ì
P(ROW,ROW+ 1):AR
P(ROW,ROW+ N + 1 ) :M1 2*NV1
ROW: ROW + 1

130 CONTINUE
DO 135 l:K-1,N-1
P(ROW,l)=(1-M12)tNV1
P(ROW,I + 1 ) : (1-NCB) *AR

P(ROW,ROW) = -(AR + NVl )

P(ROW,ROW+ 1)=AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW + N + 1 ) =M12*NV1
ROW: ROW+ 1

135 CONTINUE
ENDIF
P(ROW,N) = (1-M12)*NV1
P(ROW,ROW)=-NV1
P(ROW,ROW+N+ 1 I : M1 2*NV1
ROW: ROW + 1

C
IF(K.EO.1)THEN
P(ROW,1):AR*(1-NCB)
P(ROW,ROW¡ =.(AR + NV2)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW-(N+1)):¡Y2
ROW=ROW+1
DO 1 40 l:1,N-1
P(ROW,1):(1-M21)*NV2
P(ROW,I + 1 ) : AR*(1 -NCB)
P(ROW,ROW) =-(AR + NV2)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW-(N + 1)) : M21 *NV2
ROW: ROW + 1

140 CONTINUE
ELSE
P(ROW,ROW)=-(AR + NV2)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR
P(ROW,ROW-(N+1))=¡Y2
ROW: ROW + 1

DO 1 45 I :1 ,K-2
P(ROW,l)=(1-M21)*NV2
P(ROW,ROW¡:-(AR+NV2)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR
P(ROW,ROW-(N + 1)) : M21 *NV2
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ROW: ROW+ 1

145 CONTINUE
DO 150 l:K-1,N-1
PlRn\^/ lì - f 1 -^ll1 1 t *Í\l\/?l. .vr&1, ¡rYê

P(ROW,I + 1 ) : (1 -NCB) *AR
P(ROW,ROW)=-(AR + NV2)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW-(N + 1)) : M21 tNV2
ROW: ROW + 1

150 CONTINUE
ENDIF
P(ROW,N) : (1_M21)*NV2
P(ROW,ROW)=-NV2
P(ROW,ROW-(IU + 1)) : M21 *NV2
ROW: ROW + 1

c
IF(K.NE.1)THEN
DO 155 I :1,K-2
P(ROW,I): (1-M12)*EV1
P(ROW,ROW) : -(AR + EV1 )

P(ROW,ROW+1)=AR
P(ROW,ROW + N) :M12*EV1
ROW: ROW + 1

155 CONTINUE
DO 160 l: K-1,N-1
P(ROW,l) : (1-M12)*EV1
P(ROW,I + 1 ) = (1-NCB)*AR
P(ROW,ROW) : -(AR + EV1 )

P(ROW,ROW+1)=AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW + N) __M12*EV1

ROW: ROW + 1

160 CONTINUE
P(ROW,N) : (1-M12)*EV1
P(ROW,ROW) : -EV1
P(ROW,NS) : M12*EV1
ROW: ROW + 1

DO 165 l: 1,K-2
P(ROW,l) : (1-M21 )*EV2
P(ROW,ROW):-(AR+EV2)
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR
P(ROW,ROW-N) :M21xEV2
ROW=ROW+1

165 CONTINUE
DO 170 l:K-1,N-1
P(ROW,l) : (1-M21\*EV2
P(ROW,l + 1 ) = (1-NCB)*AR
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P(ROW,ROW):-(AR+EV2l
P(ROW,ROW+1):AR*NCB
P(ROW,ROW-N) :M21"8V2
Þrì\^/-Þô\Â/r1

-rrvlY 
I I

17O CONTINUE
P(ROW,N) : (1-M21)*EV2
P(ROW,ROW): -EVz
P(ROW,ROW-N) :M21*EV2
ROW: ROW + 1

ENDIF
c

RETURN
END

c
C TH]S SUBROUT¡NE TAKES THE TRANSITION RATE MATR¡X
C DEFINED IN SUBROUTINE RATE AND DISCRETIZES IT
C

suBRouTtNE PROB(P,NS)
c

REAL P(NS,NS},MAX,DT
INTEGER NS,I,J

C
MAX:O
DO 2OO l:1,NS
lF(ABS(P(l,l)).GT.MAX) MAX : ABS(P(l,l))

2OO CONTINUE
DT:0.9/MAX
DO 205 l:1,NS
DO 21O J: 1,NS
IF(I.EO.J) THEN
P(l,J):(P(l,J)*DT)+1

ELSE
P(l,J) = P(l,J)*DT

ENDIF
21O CONTINUE
2O5 CONTINUE

c
RETURN
END

C

C THIS SUBROUTINE USES GRASSMAN'S ALGORITHM TO SOLVE
C FOR THE STEADY STATE OF THE SYSTEM
c

SUBROUTINE SOLVE(A, P, NS)
C

REAL A(NS,NS),P(NS),S,TOT
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INTEGER NS,I,J,N
C

DO 3O0 N: NS,2,-1
s-ô
DO 305 J:1,N-1

3O5 S:S+A(N,J)
DO 3101:1,N-1

31O A(l,N)=A(l,N)/S
DO 315 l:1,N-1
tF(A(t,N).EO.o) GOTO 31 5
DO 320 J=1,N-1

32O A(l,J) = A(l,J) + (A(l,N)*A(N,J))
315 CONTINUE
3OO CONTINUE
c

TOT: 1

P(1):1
C

DO 325 J:2,NS
S:O
DO 330 l:1,J-1

33O S:S+P(l)*A(l,J)
P(J) = A(1 ,J) + S
TOT: TOT + P(J)

325 CONTINUE
c

DO 335 l:1,NS
335 P(l):P(l)/TOT

c
RETURN
END

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES AND PRINTS THE SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(P,SV, K, N,NS)

INTEGER I, N, K, NS, L,COUNT
REAL SV,P(3OOO),MEAN,VAR,SDEV
REAL I DLE, FULL, NVAC, EVAC,VLTK,VGEK

MEAN : O

VAR:0
NVAC : O

EVAC : O

VLTK : O

C
c
C
C
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VGEK : O

DO 300 l:1,N
IF(K.EO.1)THEN
MEAN :MFA.N + (P(!) +p(t +N +'t ) +p(Z*N +! +2))*!
vAR :VAR + (p(¡) + pfl + N + 1 ) + p(2*N + I + 2))*(t* *2)

ELSE
MEAN :MEAN+ (P(l) +P(l +N + 1 ) +P(z*N +l +2) +P(3*N +l +21* +P(4*N+l+2))*l
VAR:VAR+ (P(l) +P(t +N + 1 ) +p(2*N +t+2]|+p(3*N +t +2)* + P(4*N + l+ 2))*(l* *2)

ENDIF
3OO CONTINUE

VAR=VAR-(MEANtt2)
SDEV: SORT(ABS(VAR))
IDLE: P(N + 1) + P(2*N + 2)
IF(K.EO.1)THEN
FULL: P(N) +P(2*N + 1)+ P(3*N + 2)

ELSE
FULL:P(N) +P(2*N+ 1 ) +p(3*N +2) +p(4*N +21 +p(5*N+2)

ENDIF
DO 3101:N+1,3*N+2

310 NVAC: NVAC + P(I)
DO 320 I :3*N + 3,NS

32O EVAC = EVAC + P(I)
L:N+ 1

DO 33O 1:1,4
IF(I.LE.2)THEN
COUNT: O

ELSE
COUNT: 1

ENDIF
DO 340 J=COUNT,K-I
VLTK=VLTK+P(L)
L:L+1

34O CONTINUE
DO 350 J:K,N
VGEK: VGEK + P(L)
L:L+1

350 CONTINUE
330 CONTINUE

IDLE:IDLE*1OO
FULL: FULLT 1 00

NVAC=NVAC*100
EVAC:EVAC*1OO
VLTK:VLTK*1OO
VGEK: VGEK* 1 00
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WRITE( X,41 OI MEAN,SDEV, I DLE, FULL, NVAC, EVAC,VLTK,VGEK
41O FORMAT(F7.1,2X,F6. 1,6(3X,F5. 1 ))

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C
SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING

This appendix provides the PCModel coding used to simulate the operation of
a three queue polling system.

O:(:)
%ARRlVl : (1:O)
%ARR|V2: (1:O)
%ARR|V3=(1:O)
%SERV : (1 :O)

%NVBEG: (O)

%EVBEG: (O)

%VACEND: (O)

%EVAC: (0)
%NVAC: (O)

*lNlT: (Xy(3,2))
*ENTRYl : (XY(10,4))
rçENTRY2: (XY(25,4))
*ENTRY3: (XY(4O,4))
*SERV1 : (XY( 1 O,1 4))
*SERV2 : (XY(25,14))
*SERV3 : (XY(4O,14))
*K1 : (XY(7,9))
*K2 = (XY(22,9))
*K3: (Xy(37,9))
*TIMESCA = (XY(65,6))
*TIMESCB = (XY(65,1 3))
xNOSCA = (XY(65,5))
*NOSCB = (XY(65,12))
*PERSCA: (Xy(6b,7))
*PERSCB : (XY(65,14))
*EVCTN: (Xy(6S,19))
*NVCTN : (Xy(6b,1 7))
*NV: (Xy(30,17))
*EV: (Xy13g,1g¡¡
*NV1 : (XY(39,17))
*EV1 = (XY(38,18))

#K: (9)
#SEED: (160)
t

@COUNT: (O)
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@ot : (o)

@O2: (O)

@og: (o)
16\TlÀrtrer-^ - r^ìE-¡¡rvrLvv^-\v,

@l¡vrscB: (o)

@woscR: (o)
@NOSCB: (0)

@lvv: (o)

@EV: (O)

&PER: (O)

J : (1,1,1,O,O,O,32767!'
J : (2,2,2,0,O,O,327 67 |
J : (3,3,3,O,O,O,327 67l'
J: (2O,X,4,O,O,O,11
i
U: (1,OUEUE 1, *SERV1)

U = (2,OUEUE 2,*SERV2)
U = (3,OUEUE 3, *SERV3)

i

BL(!SV)
WT(%SERV)
RV(E, %SERV,2:O0)

EL

i
BL( ! NOSCA)

IV(@NOSCA)
PV(* NOSCA,@NOSCA)

BL(!TIMESCA)
¡V(@TIMESCA)
PV( *TI MESCA, @TIMESCA)

BL(!PER)
IV(@COUNT)
I F( @CO UNT,GE, 5OOO,THEN, : OUT)

SV(@NOSCA,O)
SV(@TIMESCA,O)
SV(@NOSCB,O)
sv(@rluEScB,0)
SV(&PEfl,O)
SV(%EVAC,O)
SV(%NVAC,O)

EL

EL
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SV(@NV,O)
SV(@EV,O)

:OUT
Itrllôcnl lÌ\tr trô ?nnôô Tl-JtrNr r\rtrl¿r tr¡ qtr 'rîñrr. \-- vvv¡r ¡ tEgtvvvvvt r..È.rt.lLrr r tLLvLr.vv,

AO(%NVAC,/,@NV)
AO(%NVAC,l,0:42l.
PV(*NVCTN, %NVAC)
AO(%EVAC,/,@EV)
AO(%EVAC,l,0:42l'
PV(*EVCTN, %EVAC)
OX

:GO
sv(&PER,@r¡uescn)
AO(&PER, *,100)
I F( @ NOSCA, EO.,O, : J U MP)
AO(&PER,/, @NOSCA)
PV(*PERSCA,&PER)
sv(&PER,@r¡ursce)
AO(&PER, *,100)
lF(@NOSCB,EO,O, :JUMP)
AO (&PER,/, @NOSCB)
PV( * PERSCB, &PER)

:JUMP
EL

BL(!NOSCB)
IV(@NOSCB)
PV( * NOSCB, @NOSCB)

EL

BL(!TTMESCB)
IV(@TIMESCB)
PV( *T¡ MESCB, @TI MESCB)

EL

BL(!VCTN)
PV(*EVCTN, %EVAC)
PV(*NVCTN, %NVAC)
PV(*EV1,@EV}
PV(*NV1,@wV)

EL

i
BR(4, *lNlT,0)

RS(#SEED)
PO(*SERV2)
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ER

PO(*SERV3)
PV(XY(21 ,15),#K)

BR(1, *ENTRY1, %ARRtVl )

RV(E, %ARRIVl ,1 :0)
lv(@o1)
I F(@O1,GE,#K,THEN,NEXT,ELSE, : K1 D)

PO(*K1)
JC(*SERV1,:K1D)
LK(!NOSCB)

:K1D
MD(8,O)
TP(*SERV1)
JC( *NV, *EV,:CALLED)

JB(*NV,:NV)
cL(*EV)
SV( %VACEND,CLOCK)
AO(%VACEND,-, %EVBEG)
IV(@EV)
AO(%EVAC, * ,%VACEND)
LK(!VCTN)
JP(:CALLED)
:NV
CL(*NV)
SV(%VACEND,CLOCK)
AO ( %VACEN D,-, o/o NVBEG )

IV(@NV)
AO(%NVAC, +,%VACEND)
LK(!VCTN)

:CALLED
LK(!SV)
DV(@O1)
IF(@O 1,LT,#K,THEN,NEXT, ELSE, : K1 P)

cL(*K1)
LK( ! NOSCA)

:K1P
IF(@OI, EO,O,THEN,NEXT, ELSE, :CONT1 )

SV(%NVBEG,CLOCK)
PO(*NV)
IF(@O2,GT,O,THEN, NEXT, ELSE, :CHANGE 1 )

PO(*SERV1)
CL( *SERV2)

JP(:CONT1)
:CHANGEl
IF(@03,GT,O,THEN,NEXT, ELSE, : UPDATE 1 )
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PO(*SERV1)
CL(*SERV3)
JP(:CONT1)

.l tE,r\^TEr

.\Jt ¡Jtl ¡ t- I

WE
CL("NV}
JP(:K1P)

:CONT1
JB(*K1,:LEAVEl )

JC(*K2,*K3,:LEAVEl )

IF(@02,GE,@03,THEN, NEXT,ELSE, : MOVE3)
PO(ISERVI }

CL( *SERV2)

LK(!TIMESCA)
JB(*NV,:LEAVEl )

SV(%EVBEG, CLOCK)
PO(*EV)
JP(:LEAVEl )

:MOVE3
PO(*SERV1 )

CL( *SERV3)

LK(!TIMESCA)
JB(*NV,:LEAVEl )

SV(%EVBEG, CLOCK)
PO(*EV}
JP(:LEAVEl )

:LEAVEl
LK(!PER)

BR(2, * ENTRY2, %ARRtV2)
RV(E, %ARR]V2,1 :0)
lv(@02)
I F(@02,GE,#K,THEN,NEXT, ELSE, : K2D)

PO(*K2)
:KZD
MD(9,0)
TP( *SERV2)

LK(!SV)
DV(@02)
I F( @02, LT,#K,THEN,NEXT, ELSE, : K2P)

cL( *K2)

:K2P
IF(@02, EO,O,THEN, NEXT, ELSE, :CONT2)

IF(@03, GT,O,THEN, NEXT, ELSE, : CHANG E2)
PO(*SERV2)

ER



t02

CL(*SERV3)
JP(:CONT2)

:CHANGE2
IF(@O1,GT,C,THEN,NEXT,ELSE, : UPDATE2)

PO(*SERV2)
CL(*SERV1)
JP(:CONT2)

: UPDATE2
WE
JP(:K2P)

:CONT2
JB(*K2,:LEAVE2)
JC(*K1,*K3,:LEAVE2)
IF(@03,GE, @Ol,THEN,NEXT,ELSE, : MOVEl )

PO{*SERV2)
CL(*SERV3)
CL(*NV)
cL(*EV)
JP(:LEAVE2)

:MOVE1
PO(*SERV2)
CL(*SERVl }

LK(!TTMESCB)
CL(*NV)
cL(*EV)
JP(:LEAVE2)

:LEAVE2
LK(!PER)

BR(3, I ENTRY3, %ARRIV3)
RV(E, %ARR¡V3,1 :O)

tv(@03)
I F(@03,GE,#K,THEN,NEXT,ELSE, : K3D)

PO(*K3)
:K3D
MD(8,0)
TP(*SERV3)
LK(!SV)
DV(@03)
I F( @o'3,TT,#K,THEN, NEXT,ELSE, : K3P)

cL(*K3)
:K3P
IF(@03, EO,O,THEN, NEXT, ELSE,: CONT3)

IF(@O1,GT,O,THEN,NEXT,ELSE, :CHANGE3)
PO(*SERV3)

ER
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CL(*SERV1)
JP(:CONT3)

: CHANGE3
a-t1^^ 

^ ^- ^ -r 
rFrlr[\¿rtJzrL] l rU, l l-1El\¡,1\tr^ ¡ ,ELùE,:Uf LrA I trJ,

PO(*SERV3)
CL( ISERV2)

JP(:CONT3)
:UPDATE3

WE
JP(:K3P)

:CONT3
JB(*K3,:LEAVE3)
JC(*K1 ,*K2,:LEAVE3)
IF(@O1,GE, @02,THEN, NEXT, ELSE, : MOVE2)

PO(*SERV3)
CL(*SERV1)
LK(!TIMESCB)
CL(*NV)
cL(*EV)
JP(:LEAVE3)

:MOVE2
PO(ISERV3)
CL( *SERV2)

CL(*NV)
CL(*EV)
JP(:LEAVE3)

:LEAVE3
LK(!PER)

ER
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APPEruDIX D
SINGLE SERVER VACATIOru MODEL DATA

This appendix provides the actual values input for the experimental runs. Note
that l/:3O, pvt:þvz and ¡trr:ltez.

Table D-1: Program lnput

p K Fvt' Irvz !er, Ilez e o

0.1 o 6.3 4.5 OYo Oo/"

2 6.8 8 86% 8o/o

6 6.8 7.8 87o/o 3o/o

10 6.5 6.8 89o/o 2%

14 6.3 5.3 90o/o 1 o/"

18 6.3 4.5 93o/o 1%

22 6.3 4.5 94% Oo/"

26 6.3 4.5 95o/o o%

30 6.3 4.5 100% o%

o.5 o 5.5 5 Oo/o Oo/o

2 12 4.5 23% 7Oo/o

6 1 1.3 4.3 27o/o 640/6

10 9.8 5.3 31o/o 57 o/o

14 8.5 6.3 360/o 54o/"

18 8 6.3 43o/o 48o/o

22 7 6.8 53% 42%

26 6 6.8 70% 34o/o

30 5.5 5.3 'tooo/" 22%
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Table D-1 (Continued): Program lnput

p K Ilvt' Fvz IIet, Fez e o
1 o 6.3 4.5 Oo/o o%

2 6.8 I 86o/" 8o/"

6 6.8 7.8 87o/" 3o/o

10 6.5 6.8 89% 2%

14 6.3 5.3 90o/" 1%

18 6.3 4.5 93o/" 1%

22 6.3 4.5 94o/" Oo/o

26 6.3 4.5 95% o%

30 6.3 4.5 100% Oo/"
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Table D-2: Program Output

p K MEAN SDEV IDLE FULL NVAC EVAC VLTK VGE
K

o.1 o 2.5 2.7 24.3o/o Oo/o 91.10Á o% N/A N/A

2 0.6 o.7 48% o% 89o/" 3.2% 95.1% 4.9

6 1.8 1.6 27.2o/o Oo/o 87 o/" 4.2% 99.5% ,5o/o

10 2.4 2.3 24.4% Oo/" 87% 4.1o/" 99.9% 1 o/"

14 2.6 2.6 23.60/o o% 88.3% 2.8% 100% Oo/o

18 2.7 2.8 23.4o/o Oo/o 87.7% 3.4oÁ lOOo/o Oo/"

22 2.5 2.6 24.3o/o Oo/" 91 .1o/o o% l000/6 Oo/"

26 2.5 2.7 24.3o/o o% 91 .10/o Oo/o 100% Oo/o

30 2.5 2.7 24.3o/o Oo/o 91.10Â o% 100% Oo/o

o.5 o 12.4 4.7 2.9o/o 6.4% 53.6% Oo/" N/A N/A

2 4.6 3.5 2.9o/o Oo/o 11 .8o/o 39% 30.2o/o 69.8

6 8 3.2 o% Oo/o O.1 o/o 50o/" 35.8o/" 64.2

10 1 1.5 2.9 Oo/o o% o% 50% 42.4% 57.6

14 15 2.6 Oo/o o% Qo/" 50% 49.2o/" 50.8

1B 18.5 2.4 Oo/" O.1 o/o Oo/o 50016 58.1o/o 41.9

22 21.9 2.2 o% O.4o/o Oo/" 50o/" 69.5o/o 30.5

26 25.1 2.2 Oo/" 2% Oo/" 510Á 83.9% 16.1

30 27.2 2.7 o% 13.60/" o% 57 o/o 100% Oo/o

1.0 o 28 5.2 o% 81 .2o/o 81 .20/" ooA N/A N/A

2 19.2 8.2 Oo/o 14.5o/o Oo/o 15o/" 3.4% 96.6

6 20.3 7 o% 11 .8% Oo/" 12% 5.1% 94.9

10 21.5 5.9 Oo/o 9.4% Oo/o 9% 10.6% 89.4

14 23.2 4.9 Oo/o 11 .60/" Oo/o 12o/" 12.1% 87.9

18 24.7 3.8 Oo/" 12.8o/" o% 130,6 17.2o/o 82.8

22 26.3 2.7 Oo/o 15.7% o% 160/6 26.9o/" 73.2

26 27.9 1.7 Oo/o 22.7% Oo/o 23o/o 44.1o/o 55.9

30 29.4 0.6 Oo/o 46.7 o/o Oo/o 47Yo lOOo/" Oo/"
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